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The book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz will certainly consistently give you
positive worth if you do it well. Completing guide Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul
Wintz to review will certainly not end up being the only objective. The objective is by obtaining the
favorable value from guide till completion of guide. This is why; you need to find out even more while
reading this Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz This is not just how fast you review
a book as well as not just has the number of you completed the books; it has to do with what you have
actually obtained from the books.

From the Back Cover

Digital Image Processing has been the leading textbook in its field for more than 20 years. As was the case
with the 1977 and 1987 editions by Gonzalez and Wintz, and the 1992 edition by Gonzalez and Woods, the
present edition was prepared with students and instructors in mind. 771e material is timely, highly readable,
and illustrated with numerous examples of practical significance. All mainstream areas of image processing
are covered, including a totally revised introduction and discussion of image fundamentals, image
enhancement in the spatial and frequency domains, restoration, color image processing, wavelets, image
compression, morphology, segmentation, and image description. Coverage concludes with a discussion of
the fundamentals of object recognition.

Although the book is completely self-contained, a Companion Website (see inside front cover) provides
additional support in the form of review material, answers to selected problems, laboratory project
suggestions. and a score of other features. A supplementary instructor's manual is available to instructors
who have adopted the book for classroom use.

New Features

New chapters on wavelets, image morphology, and color image processing.●

More than 500 new images and over 200 new line drawings and tables.●

A revision and update of all chapters, including topics such as segmentation by watersheds.●

Numerous new examples with processed images of higher resolution.●

A reorganization that allows the reader to get to the material on actual image processing much sooner than●

before.
Updated image compression standards and a new section on compression using wavelets.●

A more intuitive development of traditional topics such as image transforms and image restoration.●

Updated bibliography.●
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When something can be read without effort,
great effort has gone into its writing.



— Enrique Jardiel Poncela

This edition is the most comprehensive revision of Digital Image Processing since the book first appeared in
1977. As the 1977 and 1987 editions by Gonzalez and Wintz, and the 1992 edition by Gonzalez and Woods,
the present edition was prepared with students and instructors in mind. Thus, the principal objectives of the
book continue to be to provide an introduction to basic concepts and methodologies for digital image
processing, and to develop a foundation that can be used as the basis for further study and research in this
field. To achieve these objectives, we again focused on material that we believe is fundamental and has a
scope of application that is not limited to the solution of specialized problems. The mathematical complexity
of the book remains at a level well within the grasp of college seniors and first-year graduate students who
have introductory preparation in mathematical analysis, vectors, matrices, probability, statistics, and
rudimentary computer programming.

The present edition was influenced significantly by a recent market survey conducted by Prentice Hall. The
major findings of this survey were:

An increase in the breadth of problems at the end of each chapter. The reorganization that resulted in this
edition is our attempt at providing a reasonable degree of balance between rigor in the presentation, the
findings of the market survey, and suggestions made by students, readers, and colleagues since the last
edition of the book. The major changes made in the book are as follows. Chapter 1 was rewritten completely.
The main focus of the current treatment is on examples of areas that use digital image processing. While far
from exhaustive, the examples shown will leave little doubt in the reader's mind regarding the breadth of
application of digital image processing methodologies. Chapter 2 is totally new also. The focus of the
presentation in this chapter is on how digital images are generated, and on the closely related concepts of
sampling, abasing, Moire patterns, and image zooming and shrinking. The new material and the manner in
which these two chapters were reorganized address, directly the first two findings in the market survey
mentioned above. Chapters 3 though 6 in the current edition cover the same concepts as Chapters 3 through 5
in the previous edition, but the scope is expanded and the presentation is totally different. In the previous
edition, Chapter 3 was devote(( exclusively to image transforms. One of the major changes in the book is
that image transforms are now introduced when they are needed. This allowed us to begin discussion of
image processing techniques much earlier than before, further addressing the second finding of the market
survey. Chapters 3 and 4 in the current edition deal with image enhancement, as opposed to a single chapter
(Chapter 4) in the previous edition. The new organization of this material doe; not imply that image
enhancement is more important than other areas. Rather we used it as an avenue to introduce spatial methods
for image processing; (Chapter 3), as well as the Fourier transform, the frequency domain, and image
filtering (Chapter 4). Our purpose for introducing these concepts in the context of image enhancement (a
subject particularly appealing to beginners) was to increase the level of intuitiveness in the presentation, thus
addressing partially, the third major finding in the marketing survey. This organization also gives instructors
flexibility in the amount of frequency-domain material they wish to ever. Chapter 5 also was rewritten
completely in a more intuitive manner. The coverage of this topic in earlier editions of the book was based
on matrix theory. Although unified and elegant, this type of presentation is difficult to follow particularly by
undergraduates. The new presentation covers essentially the same ground, but the discussion does not rely on
matrix theory and is much easier to understand, due in part to numerous new examples. The price paid fog
this newly gained simplicity is the loss of a unified approach, in the sense the in the earlier treatment a
number of restoration results could be derived from one basic formulation. On balance, however, we believe
that readers (especially beginners) will find the new treatment much more appealing and easier to follow.
Also, as indicated below, the old material is stored in the book Web site for easy access by individuals
preferring to follow a matrix-theory formulation. Chapter 6 dealing with color image processing is new.
Interest in this area ha increased significantly in the past few years as a result of growth in the use a digital
images for Internet applications. Our treatment of this topic represent) a significant expansion of the material



from previous editions. Similarly Chapter 7, dealing with wavelets, is new. In addition to a number of signal
processing applications, interest in this area is motivated by the need for mop sophisticated methods for
image compression, a topic that in turn is motivate; by a increase in the number of images transmitted over
the Internet or store; in web servers. Chapter 8 dealing with image compression was updated to in dude new
compression methods and standards, but its fundamental structure remains the same as in the previous
edition. Several image transforms, previous)) covered in Chapter 3 and whose principal use is compression,
were moved to this chapter. Chapter 9, dealing with image morphology, is new. It is based on a significant
expansion of the material previously included as a section in the chapter on image representation and
description. Chapter 10, dealing with image segmentation, has the same basic structure as before, but
numerous new examples were included and a new section on segmentation by morphological watersheds
was added. Chapter 11, dealing with image representation and description, was shortened slightly by the
removal of the material now included in Chapter 9. New examples were added and the Hotelling transform
(description by principal components), previously included in Chapter 3, was moved to this chapter. Chapter
12 dealing with object recognition was shortened by the removal of topics dealing with knowledge-based
image analysis, a topic now covered in considerable detail in a number of books which we reference in
Chapters 1 and 12. Experience since the last edition of Digital Image Processing indicates that the new,
shortened coverage of object recognition is a logical place at which to conclude the book. Although the book
is totally self-contained, we have established a companion web site (see inside front cover) designed to
provide support to users of the book. For students following a formal course of study or individuals
embarked on a program of self study, the site contains a number of tutorial reviews on background material
such as probability, statistics, vectors, and matrices, prepared at a basic level and written using the same
notation as in the book. Detailed solutions to many of the exercises in the book also are provided. For
instruction, the site contains suggested teaching outlines, classroom presentation materials, laboratory
experiments, and various image databases (including most images from the book). In addition, part of the
material removed from the previous edition is stored in the web site for easy download and classroom use, at
the discretion of the instructor. A downloadable instructor's manual containing sample curricula, solutions to
sample laboratory experiments, and solutions to all problems in the book is available to instructors who have
adopted the book for classroom use. This edition of Digital Image Processing is a reflection of the significant
progress that has been made in this field in just the past decade. As is usual in a project such as this, progress
continues after work on the manuscript stops. One of the reasons earlier versions of this book have been so
well accepted throughout the world is their emphasis on fundamental concepts, an approach that, among
other things, attempts to provide a measure of constancy in a rapidly-evolving body of knowledge. We have
tried to observe that same principle in preparing this edition of the book. R.C.G.
R.E.W.
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Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz. Just what are you doing when having extra
time? Talking or scanning? Why don't you attempt to read some publication? Why should be reading?
Checking out is among fun and satisfying task to do in your extra time. By reading from many sources, you
could find brand-new details as well as experience. Guides Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez,
Paul Wintz to check out will be countless beginning with scientific publications to the fiction publications. It
indicates that you can check out guides based on the need that you want to take. Naturally, it will be various
and also you could read all publication types any type of time. As right here, we will certainly show you a
publication need to be reviewed. This e-book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz is
the choice.Definitely, to improve your life high quality, every e-book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C
Gonzalez, Paul Wintz will have their particular lesson. Nonetheless, having particular awareness will
certainly make you feel much more confident. When you really feel something take place to your life,
occasionally, checking out book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz could help you
to make tranquility. Is that your real pastime? Occasionally yes, however sometimes will certainly be unsure.
Your option to read Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz as one of your reading
publications, could be your appropriate publication to check out now.This is not about just how much this e-
book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz costs; it is not also concerning exactly
what type of e-book you really love to check out. It is regarding just what you can take and obtain from
reviewing this Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz You can prefer to pick other
book; however, it does not matter if you attempt to make this e-book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C
Gonzalez, Paul Wintz as your reading choice. You will not regret it. This soft documents e-book Digital
Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz can be your buddy regardless.
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An increase in the breadth of problems at the end of each chapter. The reorganization that resulted in this
edition is our attempt at providing a reasonable degree of balance between rigor in the presentation, the
findings of the market survey, and suggestions made by students, readers, and colleagues since the last
edition of the book. The major changes made in the book are as follows. Chapter 1 was rewritten completely.
The main focus of the current treatment is on examples of areas that use digital image processing. While far
from exhaustive, the examples shown will leave little doubt in the reader's mind regarding the breadth of
application of digital image processing methodologies. Chapter 2 is totally new also. The focus of the
presentation in this chapter is on how digital images are generated, and on the closely related concepts of
sampling, abasing, Moire patterns, and image zooming and shrinking. The new material and the manner in
which these two chapters were reorganized address, directly the first two findings in the market survey
mentioned above. Chapters 3 though 6 in the current edition cover the same concepts as Chapters 3 through 5
in the previous edition, but the scope is expanded and the presentation is totally different. In the previous
edition, Chapter 3 was devote(( exclusively to image transforms. One of the major changes in the book is
that image transforms are now introduced when they are needed. This allowed us to begin discussion of
image processing techniques much earlier than before, further addressing the second finding of the market
survey. Chapters 3 and 4 in the current edition deal with image enhancement, as opposed to a single chapter
(Chapter 4) in the previous edition. The new organization of this material doe; not imply that image
enhancement is more important than other areas. Rather we used it as an avenue to introduce spatial methods
for image processing; (Chapter 3), as well as the Fourier transform, the frequency domain, and image
filtering (Chapter 4). Our purpose for introducing these concepts in the context of image enhancement (a
subject particularly appealing to beginners) was to increase the level of intuitiveness in the presentation, thus
addressing partially, the third major finding in the marketing survey. This organization also gives instructors
flexibility in the amount of frequency-domain material they wish to ever. Chapter 5 also was rewritten
completely in a more intuitive manner. The coverage of this topic in earlier editions of the book was based
on matrix theory. Although unified and elegant, this type of presentation is difficult to follow particularly by
undergraduates. The new presentation covers essentially the same ground, but the discussion does not rely on
matrix theory and is much easier to understand, due in part to numerous new examples. The price paid fog
this newly gained simplicity is the loss of a unified approach, in the sense the in the earlier treatment a
number of restoration results could be derived from one basic formulation. On balance, however, we believe
that readers (especially beginners) will find the new treatment much more appealing and easier to follow.
Also, as indicated below, the old material is stored in the book Web site for easy access by individuals
preferring to follow a matrix-theory formulation. Chapter 6 dealing with color image processing is new.
Interest in this area ha increased significantly in the past few years as a result of growth in the use a digital
images for Internet applications. Our treatment of this topic represent) a significant expansion of the material
from previous editions. Similarly Chapter 7, dealing with wavelets, is new. In addition to a number of signal
processing applications, interest in this area is motivated by the need for mop sophisticated methods for
image compression, a topic that in turn is motivate; by a increase in the number of images transmitted over
the Internet or store; in web servers. Chapter 8 dealing with image compression was updated to in dude new
compression methods and standards, but its fundamental structure remains the same as in the previous
edition. Several image transforms, previous)) covered in Chapter 3 and whose principal use is compression,
were moved to this chapter. Chapter 9, dealing with image morphology, is new. It is based on a significant
expansion of the material previously included as a section in the chapter on image representation and
description. Chapter 10, dealing with image segmentation, has the same basic structure as before, but
numerous new examples were included and a new section on segmentation by morphological watersheds
was added. Chapter 11, dealing with image representation and description, was shortened slightly by the
removal of the material now included in Chapter 9. New examples were added and the Hotelling transform
(description by principal components), previously included in Chapter 3, was moved to this chapter. Chapter
12 dealing with object recognition was shortened by the removal of topics dealing with knowledge-based
image analysis, a topic now covered in considerable detail in a number of books which we reference in



Chapters 1 and 12. Experience since the last edition of Digital Image Processing indicates that the new,
shortened coverage of object recognition is a logical place at which to conclude the book. Although the book
is totally self-contained, we have established a companion web site (see inside front cover) designed to
provide support to users of the book. For students following a formal course of study or individuals
embarked on a program of self study, the site contains a number of tutorial reviews on background material
such as probability, statistics, vectors, and matrices, prepared at a basic level and written using the same
notation as in the book. Detailed solutions to many of the exercises in the book also are provided. For
instruction, the site contains suggested teaching outlines, classroom presentation materials, laboratory
experiments, and various image databases (including most images from the book). In addition, part of the
material removed from the previous edition is stored in the web site for easy download and classroom use, at
the discretion of the instructor. A downloadable instructor's manual containing sample curricula, solutions to
sample laboratory experiments, and solutions to all problems in the book is available to instructors who have
adopted the book for classroom use. This edition of Digital Image Processing is a reflection of the significant
progress that has been made in this field in just the past decade. As is usual in a project such as this, progress
continues after work on the manuscript stops. One of the reasons earlier versions of this book have been so
well accepted throughout the world is their emphasis on fundamental concepts, an approach that, among
other things, attempts to provide a measure of constancy in a rapidly-evolving body of knowledge. We have
tried to observe that same principle in preparing this edition of the book. R.C.G.
R.E.W. Most helpful customer reviews36 of 38 people found the following review helpful.
The best comprehensive image processing textbook
By calvinnme
This book is the best textbook on image processing for senior/graduate students majoring in engineering or
computer science. Although a knowledge of calculus and linear algebra is presumed, it is a very accessible
textbook. Chapters one and two consist of very basic background information. The concepts of linearity,
pixel distance measures, spatial versus gray scale resolution, and zooming and shrinking are explained.
Chapter 3 is about image inhancement in the spatial domain, and includes discussions on contrast
enhancement, histogram processing and equalization, and histogram matching. The idea of filtering images
via an NxN kernel mask is also introduced. Chapter 4 is about filtering in the frequency domain. The 2D
Fourier transform is introduced and it is explained how filtering can take place using this transform. Chapter
five discusses image restoration. This includes Weiner filtering and minimum mean square error filtering.
Chapter six discusses color image processing. This chapter discusses the various color spaces - RGB,
CMYK, HSI, and how the transforms mentioned up to this point in the book can be performed in color.
Chapter 7 is about wavelets and multiresolution processing. This chapter is a good solid presentation of
wavelets and their usage in image processing. I would suggest that anyone interested in this subject start here
before they read another book, since the presentation is clearer here than in books dedicated to the subject.
Chapter 8 is about image compression. Basics of information theory are discussed, and lossy as well as
lossless methods of compression are discussed. As a good follow-on to the previous chapter, the role of
wavelets in compression is discussed. Chapter 9 discusses morphological image processing, which is that
field of image processing that relies on the systematic "fattening" and "thinning" of edges to enhance images.
Chapters 10,11, and 12 are a sort of introduction to computer vision topics. Chapter 10 discusses how to
segment an image. Chapter 11 is about image descriptors that quantify segmented portions of an image.
Chapter 12 is about object recognition and even has a short section on statistical classifiers. This book is a
joy to read, and will make the topic of image processing very clear. There are plenty of diagrams, formulas,
and equations listed. There are no examples to speak of, but algorithms are clearly specified so that I don't
think that the book suffers because of the lack of examples. All engineering textbooks should be this well
written. I particularly recommend this book as a reference for students and practitioners of robotics, video
processing, and computer vision, since there are image processing considerations in all of these fields that
this book will clarify.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Four Stars



By Jesus Fuentes
Book is in excellent shape.9 of 10 people found the following review helpful.
Simply Excellent! Fully Justifies Its Price!
By Musaad Haider
The preface of this book starts with a quote:

"When something can be read without effort, great effort has gone into its writing".

And once you start reading the book, you realize how much the book lives upto this. Everything is written
clearly and importany points are stressed again and again in each topic until you become fully familiar with
them. Topics are written with implementation in mind, as you can get started with writing your own code
instantly.

The book makes the subject as interseting as it gets, and although some existing basic concepts of
mathematics and statistics are quite helpful while reading, but you dont even have to be familiar with Digital
Signal Processing to fully understand the contents.

Finally, I'd like to say that out of the few poeple that fully understand a concept, fewer have the gift to
deliver their knowledge to others, and the authors of this book have that gift.See all 22 customer reviews...



An increase in the breadth of problems at the end of each chapter. The reorganization that resulted in this
edition is our attempt at providing a reasonable degree of balance between rigor in the presentation, the
findings of the market survey, and suggestions made by students, readers, and colleagues since the last
edition of the book. The major changes made in the book are as follows. Chapter 1 was rewritten completely.
The main focus of the current treatment is on examples of areas that use digital image processing. While far
from exhaustive, the examples shown will leave little doubt in the reader's mind regarding the breadth of
application of digital image processing methodologies. Chapter 2 is totally new also. The focus of the
presentation in this chapter is on how digital images are generated, and on the closely related concepts of
sampling, abasing, Moire patterns, and image zooming and shrinking. The new material and the manner in
which these two chapters were reorganized address, directly the first two findings in the market survey
mentioned above. Chapters 3 though 6 in the current edition cover the same concepts as Chapters 3 through 5
in the previous edition, but the scope is expanded and the presentation is totally different. In the previous
edition, Chapter 3 was devote(( exclusively to image transforms. One of the major changes in the book is
that image transforms are now introduced when they are needed. This allowed us to begin discussion of
image processing techniques much earlier than before, further addressing the second finding of the market
survey. Chapters 3 and 4 in the current edition deal with image enhancement, as opposed to a single chapter
(Chapter 4) in the previous edition. The new organization of this material doe; not imply that image
enhancement is more important than other areas. Rather we used it as an avenue to introduce spatial methods
for image processing; (Chapter 3), as well as the Fourier transform, the frequency domain, and image
filtering (Chapter 4). Our purpose for introducing these concepts in the context of image enhancement (a
subject particularly appealing to beginners) was to increase the level of intuitiveness in the presentation, thus
addressing partially, the third major finding in the marketing survey. This organization also gives instructors
flexibility in the amount of frequency-domain material they wish to ever. Chapter 5 also was rewritten
completely in a more intuitive manner. The coverage of this topic in earlier editions of the book was based
on matrix theory. Although unified and elegant, this type of presentation is difficult to follow particularly by
undergraduates. The new presentation covers essentially the same ground, but the discussion does not rely on
matrix theory and is much easier to understand, due in part to numerous new examples. The price paid fog
this newly gained simplicity is the loss of a unified approach, in the sense the in the earlier treatment a
number of restoration results could be derived from one basic formulation. On balance, however, we believe
that readers (especially beginners) will find the new treatment much more appealing and easier to follow.
Also, as indicated below, the old material is stored in the book Web site for easy access by individuals
preferring to follow a matrix-theory formulation. Chapter 6 dealing with color image processing is new.
Interest in this area ha increased significantly in the past few years as a result of growth in the use a digital
images for Internet applications. Our treatment of this topic represent) a significant expansion of the material
from previous editions. Similarly Chapter 7, dealing with wavelets, is new. In addition to a number of signal
processing applications, interest in this area is motivated by the need for mop sophisticated methods for
image compression, a topic that in turn is motivate; by a increase in the number of images transmitted over
the Internet or store; in web servers. Chapter 8 dealing with image compression was updated to in dude new
compression methods and standards, but its fundamental structure remains the same as in the previous
edition. Several image transforms, previous)) covered in Chapter 3 and whose principal use is compression,
were moved to this chapter. Chapter 9, dealing with image morphology, is new. It is based on a significant
expansion of the material previously included as a section in the chapter on image representation and
description. Chapter 10, dealing with image segmentation, has the same basic structure as before, but
numerous new examples were included and a new section on segmentation by morphological watersheds
was added. Chapter 11, dealing with image representation and description, was shortened slightly by the
removal of the material now included in Chapter 9. New examples were added and the Hotelling transform
(description by principal components), previously included in Chapter 3, was moved to this chapter. Chapter
12 dealing with object recognition was shortened by the removal of topics dealing with knowledge-based
image analysis, a topic now covered in considerable detail in a number of books which we reference in



Chapters 1 and 12. Experience since the last edition of Digital Image Processing indicates that the new,
shortened coverage of object recognition is a logical place at which to conclude the book. Although the book
is totally self-contained, we have established a companion web site (see inside front cover) designed to
provide support to users of the book. For students following a formal course of study or individuals
embarked on a program of self study, the site contains a number of tutorial reviews on background material
such as probability, statistics, vectors, and matrices, prepared at a basic level and written using the same
notation as in the book. Detailed solutions to many of the exercises in the book also are provided. For
instruction, the site contains suggested teaching outlines, classroom presentation materials, laboratory
experiments, and various image databases (including most images from the book). In addition, part of the
material removed from the previous edition is stored in the web site for easy download and classroom use, at
the discretion of the instructor. A downloadable instructor's manual containing sample curricula, solutions to
sample laboratory experiments, and solutions to all problems in the book is available to instructors who have
adopted the book for classroom use. This edition of Digital Image Processing is a reflection of the significant
progress that has been made in this field in just the past decade. As is usual in a project such as this, progress
continues after work on the manuscript stops. One of the reasons earlier versions of this book have been so
well accepted throughout the world is their emphasis on fundamental concepts, an approach that, among
other things, attempts to provide a measure of constancy in a rapidly-evolving body of knowledge. We have
tried to observe that same principle in preparing this edition of the book. R.C.G.
R.E.W. The book Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz will certainly consistently
give you positive worth if you do it well. Completing guide Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez,
Paul Wintz to review will certainly not end up being the only objective. The objective is by obtaining the
favorable value from guide till completion of guide. This is why; you need to find out even more while
reading this Digital Image Processing By Rafael C Gonzalez, Paul Wintz This is not just how fast you review
a book as well as not just has the number of you completed the books; it has to do with what you have
actually obtained from the books.


